
extended web app security

Tfw you open up a php app and start auditing

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Uy3-hN3Bd50


Vulnerability Research

NON EXAMINABLE CONTENT



Tutorial questions ● How are you guys enjoying the ban 

counter?

● hehexd



Overview

● What is vuln research

● How to find things
○ General methodology

● How do I report



Note on ethics

● Everything here is uncharted territory
● If you actually find things, they are undisclosed. 

● In big open source programs, disclosure is usually okay

● But if its some closed source thing that you got a leak for.. Maybe not.



What is vuln 
research

● Finding vulns in publicly running 

software



How to start (promode)

1. Pick any open source software

2. Download codebase

3. Audit by hand.



How to start (with a bit of help)

1. Find existing/previous CVEs in open source software
a. Identify the code patterns
b. E.g. call_user_func_array($some_user_controlled_parameter);

2. Find code patterns left in present versions of the software

3. Find an appropriate sink

4. Find an appropriate input

5. Publish and get your name on some CVE



How to report

● Email the CVE mailing list

● You get a CWE - use this while working with the vendor to patch

● CVE donezo



Practical Examples

● Drupalgeddon 1

● https://www.sektioneins.de/en/advisories/advisory-012014-drupal-pre-auth-sql-injection-vulner

ability.html

● https://www.sektioneins.de//en/blog/14-11-03-drupal-sql-injection-vulnerability-PoC.html

https://www.sektioneins.de/en/advisories/advisory-012014-drupal-pre-auth-sql-injection-vulnerability.html
https://www.sektioneins.de/en/advisories/advisory-012014-drupal-pre-auth-sql-injection-vulnerability.html


Where is 
our sink



How do 
we get 
there



How do 
we get 
there



Next example: Drupalgeddon2

● They released a notice saying developers please critically patch



So we waited for the vulnerability release.



Get the Patch



Find the vuln?



Took 2 weeks to find the vuln



● The patch removes things from 

arrays

● So go through places where arrays 

are dangerously used
○ (or just browse twitter)

● People like this taunting.

Finding the vuln



Little shits like this

● Post github repos.

● That are empty so they can get a few 

retweets



But do this

Make memes.



Its funny, when you’re not the 
person we’re laughing at. 



The bug





Here we go



Finally. 



Ok what the actual fuck

● How do i find this shit.

● How do i figure out where the sink is

● Where does this input come from

●



Fuckin grep lol



Literally grep



cont..

● https://research.checkpoint.com/uncovering-drupalgeddon-2/

● https://gist.github.com/AlbinoDrought/626c07ee96bae21cb174003c9c710384

https://research.checkpoint.com/uncovering-drupalgeddon-2/


Next Example: Github

http://blog.orange.tw/2017/01/bug-bounty-github-enterprise-sql-injection.html

http://blog.orange.tw/2017/01/bug-bounty-github-enterprise-sql-injection.html


S1: download github





Get a shell on the VM



Find what encrypts the files



glhf . read the writeup



● Find software

● Obtain “open source” software (even its enterprise)

● Find vulns
○ Identify code patterns
○ Find previous CVEs

● Re apply them. Grep 2win

● Find an input
○ Collect $$

tldr



● Read the rest yourselves

http://blog.orange.tw/2017/01/bug-bounty-github-enterprise-sql-injection.html

http://blog.orange.tw/2017/07/how-i-chained-4-vulnerabilities-on.html

https://www.exablue.de/blog/2017-03-15-github-enterprise-remote-code-execution.html

https://www.flickr.com/photos/hivint/

Kk thats it. 

http://blog.orange.tw/2017/01/bug-bounty-github-enterprise-sql-injection.html
http://blog.orange.tw/2017/07/how-i-chained-4-vulnerabilities-on.html
https://www.exablue.de/blog/2017-03-15-github-enterprise-remote-code-execution.html

